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ABSTRACT 
 

In the context of improving J coupling measurements in disordered solids, strong 

coupling effects have been investigated in the spin-echo and refocused 

INADEQUATE spin-echo (REINE) modulations of three- and four-spin systems 

under magic-angle spinning (MAS), using density matrix simulations and solid-state 

NMR experiments on a cadmium phosphate glass. Analytical models are developed 

for the different modulation regimes, which are shown to be distinguishable in 

practice using Akaike’s information criterion. REINE modulations are shown to be 

free of the damping that occurs for spin-echo modulations when the observed spin has 

the same isotropic chemical shift as its neighbour. Damping also occurs when the 

observed spin is bonded to a strongly-coupled pair. For mid-chain units, the presence 

of both direct and relayed damping makes both REINE and spin-echo modulations 

impossible to interpret quantitatively. We nonetheless outline how a qualitative 
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comparison of the modulation curves can provide valuable information on disordered 

networks, possibly also pertaining to dynamic effects therein.  

 

Keywords strong J coupling, spin-echo modulation, phosphate glasses, experimental 

simulation 

 

1. Introduction 

J couplings manifest themselves through their splitting of spectral lineshapes 

or via the modulation they impart to spin-echo signal intensities. It is well known that 

under strong coupling, additional peaks known as “strong-coupling artefacts” can 

appear in NMR spectra [1–3]. While strong coupling effects are often encountered in 

solution NMR spectroscopy [4], in solids, the presence of much stronger anisotropic 

interactions makes them irrelevant in most cases. However, recent developments for 

solid-state magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR [5] may soon render this distinction 

obsolete. 

The interest in J couplings here lies in the information they provide on 

networks in disordered systems such as phosphate glasses [6,7]. We have previously 

shown how couplings two orders of magnitude weaker than the linewidth in the direct 

dimension can be measured using the refocused INADEQUATE spin-echo (REINE) 

sequence [8]. In these systems, the broad distribution of isotropic shifts suggests that a 

substantial proportion of atom pairs are strongly coupled. Although the spin-echo [9] 

and refocused INADEQUATE [10,11] experiments (Fig. S1) have been shown to be 

robust in the presence of anisotropic interactions under MAS, complications are 

known to arise at rotational resonance, particularly    0 rotational resonance (i.e. 

under strong coupling). Knowing whether the values measured experimentally are 

reliable or not is crucial if better structural models [12] or prediction methods [13] are 

to be developed. 

 This study builds on previous investigations of the spin-echo [9,14–16] and 

refocused INADEQUATE experiments [11] – the REINE experiment combines these 

two sequences. However, while these existing studies of the spin-echo experiment in 

the solid state consider two-spin systems only, we extend this analysis using density 

matrix simulations to three- and four-spin systems with two or more spins strongly 
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coupled. We also highlight important differences between REINE and spin-echo 

modulations. The predicted effects are investigated experimentally on a cadmium 

phosphate glass. Note that the experimental data considered in this study are the same 

as those presented in Ref. [8]; the focus here is on the new data analysis. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Simulations 

Numerical simulations of the spin-echo and REINE experiments (Fig. 1) were 

performed using SIMPSON 4.1.1. [17], for up to 51 4 ms increments of   :   
      

ms for comparisons of integrated intensities,   
       ms for comparisons under 

experimentally realistic conditions, and   
        ms to characterize the underlying 

effects. Representative SIMPSON input and data files are available through the 

Lancaster University repository [dataset 18]. 

The parameters used for the main set of calculations are presented in Table 1. 

These were chosen to reproduce the experimental data for the cadmium phosphate 

glass as closely as possible. In terms of the phosphate chain structure, spin systems 

spinsys1 and spinsys2 (Table 1) represent P1 pairs (in this notation, the subscript 

indicates the number of other 
31

P atoms each one is J coupled to), spinsys3 and 

spinsys4, P1 units at the end of a linear chain and spinsys5–8 P2 units in chains of 

different lengths. (Note that it does not affect the analysis that the values of individual 

chemical shifts in some of these simulated spin systems do not correspond to the 

values for P1 and P2 units in the experimental example considered in this paper.) The 

difference in isotropic chemical shift,      , between the observed spin (defined by 

the detect operator) and its strongly coupled neighbour(s) (nearest and/or next nearest 

neighbour) was varied from 0 to 4 ppm. The external magnetic field strength and 

MAS frequency were 7.05 T and 12.5 kHz, respectively. The dipole-dipole coupling 

between directly bonded phosphate units was set to between −670 and −680 Hz, in 

keeping with the P–O–P bond distances and angles reported in the literature [19–21]. 

Next-nearest neighbours were assumed to be ~4.4 Å away (i.e. a coupling of about –

230 Hz ) as in the crystal structure of TiP2O7 [22], and when a fourth spin was 

simulated, this was assumed to be ~6.3 Å away from the first.  
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TABLE 1. 
31

P NMR parameters of the physical systems simulated in this study. 

 

Spin systema 
Nucleus 

[pair] 
     

(ppm) 
     (ppm)a J (Hz) 

      b 

(Hz) 

spinsys1 1 [1, 3] −16.0 65.0 – −231 

 2 [1, 2] −30.0 61.5 – −225 

 3 [2, 3] −34.0 61.5 21.5 −680 

spinsys2c 1 [1, 3] −16.0 65.0 – −231 

 2 [1, 2] −30.0 61.5 – −225 

 3 [2, 3] −30.0 61.5 21.5 −680 

spinsys3c 1 [1, 2] −30.0c 61.5 21.5 −680 

 2 [2, 3] −30.0 61.5 15.5 −672 

 3 [1, 3] −16.0 65.0 – −231 

spinsys4 1 [1, 2] 
3 [3, 4]  

−30.0 
−14.0   

61.5 21.5 
−680   
−675 

 2 [2, 3] −30.0 61.5 – −672 

 
4 [1, 3] 

[2,4] 
−12.0 65.0 – −231 

 [1, 4] – – – −81 

spinsys5 1 [1, 2] −34.0 140.0 21.5 −680 

 2 [2, 3] −30.0 140.0 15.5 −672 

1 2

*
3 4

2

1

3

*

1

*
32

1 3

*
2

1 2

*
3 4

2

1

3

*
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 3 [1, 3] −16.0 65.0 – −231 

spinsys6 1 [1, 2] −30.0 140.0 21.5 −680 

 2 [2, 3] −30.0 140.0 15.5 −672 

 3 [1, 3] −16.0 65.0 – −231 

spinsys7 
1 [1, 2] 
2 [2, 3]  

−30.0 140.0 21.5 −680 

 3 [3, 4] −14.0 140.0 15.5 −672 

 
4 [1, 3] 

[2,4] 
−12.0 65.0 – −231 

 [1, 4] – – – −81 

spinsys8  
1 [1, 2] 
2 [2, 3]  

−30.0 140.0 21.5 −680 

 3 [3, 4] −14.0 140.0 15.5 −672 

 
4 [1, 3] 

[1,4] 
−12.0 65.0 – −231 

 [1, 4] – – – −81 

The shaded circles represent strongly-coupled spins. The asterisks indicate the detect operator for each 

spin system. The Euler angles for the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensors and the internuclear 

vectors are shown in the example SIMPSON files available through the Lancaster University 

repository [dataset 18].  

a
Within a given spin system, the chemical shift tensors (with     0.20 or 0.15 as in Ref. [11]) all have 

different principal components. The absolute values of the chemical shifts are irrelevant for this 

analysis: only the differences in isotropic chemical shift within each spin system are important, i.e., it 

does not affect the analysis that a value of −30 ppm corresponds to a P2 not a P1 site in the 

experimental spectrum considered in this paper. 

b    −
  

  

     

   
 

 , where   and   are the gyromagnetic ratios of the two spins, and     the distance 

between them;    and   are the magnetic and Planck’s constant, respectively. 

cSimulations with spinsys2 and spinsys3 were repeated with      
   

 equal to the magic angle spinning 

frequency (12.5 kHz), i.e. with    
    −       ppm. 

 

Strong coupling effects were also investigated over a wide range of MAS 

frequencies (5–100 kHz), dipole-dipole coupling strengths (phosphate glass values × 

1 3

*
2

1 2

*
3 4

1 3

*
2

21 3

*
1 2

*
43
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0.2–6.5) and chemical shift anisotropies (CSAs) (20–240 ppm), with each of these 

parameters systematically varied in turn for specific spin systems. 

 

2.2. Sample preparation 

A cadmium phosphate glass (starting composition 0.575CdO-0.425P2O5) was 

prepared as described by Hussin et al. [23] 

2.3. NMR experiments 

The spin-echo and REINE MAS NMR experiments performed on the 

cadmium phosphate glass have been described elsewhere [8], where the experimental 

data was originally presented. Briefly though, the experiments were performed at a 

31
P Larmor frequency of 121.5 MHz (external magnetic field, 7.05 T) and at 12.5 kHz 

MAS. The pulse sequences are shown in Fig. S1. A representative spin-echo spectrum 

and a REINE spectrum obtained with a modulating echo delay of 0 ms (    0 ms) 

are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Spin-echo and REINE (refocused INADEQUATE spin-echo) spectra recorded and 
presented as part of a previous study [8], showing the regions analysed in this work. (a) Spin-

echo and (b) REINE 
31

P (121.5 MHz) magic-angle spinning (12.5 kHz) NMR spectra of a 

cadmium phosphate glass (0.575CdO-0.425P2O5) recorded with a final (J modulating) spin-
echo delay of 0 ms. The peaks are labelled in terms of their Pn assignment, n indicating the 

number of other 
31

P spins each one is J coupled to via a bridging oxygen. The thick solid 

orange lines in panel (a) correspond to the two regions of the spin-echo spectrum considered 

for fitting. The points marked with a cross are those whose echo modulation curves are shown 
in—clockwise from the left of panel (a)—Figs. 4a, 6a, 4b, 6b, 6c and 4c. 
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2.4. Data fitting 

The experimental and simulated J modulations (intensity versus   ) were fit 

using custom-written Python scripts [dataset 18]. The functions used are built around 

the standard equations for fitting spin-echo curves under the effects of one or two J 

couplings,  

 

         −      
                (1) 

 

         −      
                           (2) 

 

 

where   
  is the spin-echo dephasing time [10] and the other symbols have their usual 

meaning. Duma et al. [9] have shown that at rotational resonance (notably at   0 

rotational resonance, i.e. under strong coupling), spin-echo modulations are dampened 

by a zero-frequency term, whose relative amplitude depends on the MAS frequency, 

CSA and dipole-dipole coupling strength: 

 

   
         −      

                 −        −      
    (3) 

 

To avoid overfitting, approximate versions of the functions (denoted with a subscript 

“a”, with one or both decay times kept fixed) were used. This ensured that the ratio of 

data points to fitting variables was never less than 3.7 for the REINE data and 6 for 

the spin-echo data:  

 

    
         −      

                 −        −           
     (4) 

 

 

    
         −      

                   −        −           
       (5) 

 

For    
 (Eq. 5), the decay time   

    was fixed to the value obtained by fitting single J-

coupling modulations from the same dataset (with   ); the fitting parameters for 
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  are then  ,   and   . The decay of the experimental data was best fit using a mixed 

Gaussian-Lorentzian decay function,  

 

            
  −      

     −      −      
      (6) 

 

where   represents the variance of the spectroscopic transition frequency and    is the 

relaxation time of the thermal bath [24,25]. A complete list of the fitting functions 

used in this study is provided in Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2. Functions used to fit simulated and experimental spin-echo curves. 

Functions used to fit  

simulated and experimental data 

Fitting 

parameters 

Fixed 

parameters 

        
  – 

              
  – 

   
           −     

       
      

    
    

                    
  – 

   
              −     

          
  
    

     

  
    

    

Functions used to fit simulated data only   

  
           −     

       
      

  – 

                    −  −   

      
     

      – 

  
              −     

          
      

  – 

Functions used to fit experimental data only   

         
   – 

  
            

   – 

    
           −     

       
       

    
    

    
            −     
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              −     

          
  
     

      

  
    

      

    
               −     

          
  
     

      

  
    

      

Abbreviations:               ,                
  
   

 

           
  −      

     −      −      
     , with      1. 

       −      
     −      −      

    ,  

       −      
  ,        −      

   

 

 

 Each dataset was fitted with all potentially matching functions—those 

accounting for the appropriate number of J couplings—in turn, omitting those that 

would have overfitted the data. Akaike’s information criterion was calculated for each 

model [26–28],  

 

 
             

  
 

    
      

          

    −   −  
 (7) 

 

(using the correction for small samples, 
          

         
 ), where       is the number of data 

points,   , the number of fitting parameters of model  , and   
  is the corresponding 

weighted sum of squared deviations: 

 

 
  
    

    −   
  

 
 

 

 (8) 

 

In this study, each data point was assumed to have the same uncertainty,       

0.02. The       (one      value for each model) values obtained were expressed as 

a difference from the minimum,  

 

         −        (9) 
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and the best model was selected using the corresponding weight of evidence (WoE) 

[28],  

 

 
     

    −     

     −      
   

 (10) 

 

The advantages of Akaike’s information criterion for model selection are that it 

allows models with different functional forms to be compared and avoids the arbitrary 

definition of a level of significance.  

The data and model were also inspected in the frequency domain to make sure 

that the peak positions matched. The fit was considered successful if the 

corresponding   
  statistic (Eq 8) was of the same order of magnitude as the number 

of degrees of freedom (the number of free variables in the fitting function),   , i.e. if 

the reduced   
      

    
      . 

The experimental data were fit with no more than three free variables. For the 

spin-echo data, the regions considered for fitting are highlighted in Fig. 1.—the right-

hand side of the P1 peak was omitted to avoid ambiguities due to peak overlap. For 

the REINE data (Fig. 1b), all points above a certain threshold of the local maximum 

(66% for the P1 peaks and 75% for the P2 peaks) in the spectrum at     0 were 

considered. Results obtained over a whole peak are reported as the median value and 

the range between the 5
th

 and 95
th

 percentile (p5–p95). 

 

3. Results 

3.1. End-of-chain units: simulations 

Fig. 2 shows spin-echo and REINE intensity versus time curves obtained for 

spin systems spinsys1, spinsys2 and spinsys3 (Table 1).  

In agreement with Duma et al., away from rotational resonance (Fig. 2a,b), 

only the ideal J-modulated component is observed, as confirmed by the high-

resolution data (i.e., out to   
        200 ms) shown in Fig. S2a,b. At    0 

rotational resonance (Fig. 2c,d), the modulation of the spin-echo data is damped by a 

zero-frequency component (Fig. 2c and Fig. S2c; best fit functions,     
  and   

 , 
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respectively; WoE, 1.00), but the equivalent REINE data are not (Fig. 2d and Fig. 

S2d; best fit function,   ; WoE, 1.00). When the nearest neighbours of the observed 

spin are at rotational resonance (Fig. 2e,f and Fig. S2e,f), the spin-echo and REINE 

curves are both damped by a zero-frequency component (best fit functions    
  and   

  

for the low- and high-resolution data, respectively; WoE, 1.00). Note that even for the 

low-resolution data (  
     40 ms) and in all three situations, the fitting procedure 

unambiguously selects the appropriate function and the fitted values of the J coupling 

are accurate (within 4% of the simulated value).  
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Fig. 2. Strong coupling effects in spin-echo and REINE curves from end-of-chain units. 

Simulated 
31

P (121.5 MHz) MAS (12.5 kHz) NMR (a, c, e) spin-echo and (b, d, f) REINE 
(refocused INADEQUATE spin-echo) intensities as a function of the modulating spin-echo 

delay (  ) of the third spin of three-spin systems with differences in isotropic chemical shift 

(a, b)      
     4 ppm (spinsys 1 in Table 1), (c, d)      

     0.0 ppm (spinsys2) (e, f)      
     

0.0 ppm (spinsys3). The optimised fitting parameters (inset) are expressed as a percentage of 

the corresponding simulated value,       21.5 (parts a–d) or 15.5 Hz (parts e,f), and   
   40 

ms. 
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Section 3 of the supporting material (Figs S3–9) shows that similar results are 

obtained for a wide range of MAS frequencies (5–100 kHz), dipole-dipole coupling 

strengths (−200 to −1600 Hz) and CSAs (40–280 ppm). (Note the caveat that each of 

these parameters was varied in turn rather than as part of a complete grid search). For 

the direct coupling effect, this roughly corresponds to regime B described by Duma et 

al. [9] (in section 2.4.7), for which their analysis also predicts damped spin-echo 

oscillations. However, the present results indicate in addition that the ideal J 

modulation is always more prominent in REINE than in spin-echo data. The relayed 

damping effect seems to be parameter independent and affects both experiments in 

the same way.   

The normalised scales in Fig. 2 (     1) mask the fact that the REINE 

intensity (    in the time domain, the total integrated intensity in the frequency 

domain) decreases markedly under strong coupling. In terms of intensity ratios 

near/far from rotational resonance, Fig. S9a shows that   
       

  
       

   0.28 and 

0.44 respectively for direct and relayed strong coupling. Studying Fig. S9 in 

combination with Figs S3–8 shows that when it is damped or distorted, the REINE 

signal under strong coupling (direct or relayed) is always weaker relative to the 

corresponding signal under weak coupling. At 100 kHz MAS for instance, the REINE 

curve at    0 rotational resonance is damped by a strong zero-frequency component 

(Fig. S3j), but   
       

  
          0.08 only (Fig. S9b). 

3.2. Evidence that spin-echo damping is a strong coupling effect 

Fig. 3a–d show that under strong coupling, J sidebands are observed in both 

spin-echo and REINE J-resolved spectra at 

 

   
                  

  
   
  (11) 

 

as calculated by Kumar for AB spin systems in solution [2]. Kumar also calculates the 

intensity of these sidebands: 

 

  
           

 

   −      
  
   
 

 

   −      
  
   

 (12) 
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Fig. 3. High resolution J-resolved spectra of end-of-chain units under (a–d) direct (spinsys2 

in Table 1) or (e–h) relayed (spinsys3) strong coupling, close to    0 rotational resonance. 

Simulated 
31

P (121.5 MHz) MAS (12.5 kHz) NMR (a, c, e, g) spin-echo and (b, d, f, h) 

REINE (refocused INADEQUATE spin-echo) J-resolved spectra of the third spin in three-
spin systems at or close to (a–d) direct  or (e–h) relayed strong coupling with differences in 

isotropic chemical shift (a, b)      
     0.8 ppm, (c, d)      

     0.4 ppm (e, f)      
     0.4 ppm 

and (g, h)      
     0.0 ppm. The red line in parts (a–d) is the Fourier transform of the function 

    (Table 2), fitted to the corresponding time-domain data set. The optimised fitting 

parameters (inset) are expressed as a percentage of the corresponding simulated value,       

21.5 and   
   40 ms. 
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At        0, these sidebands coalesce at zero frequency (see Fig. S2c) and the 

oscillation of the spin-echo curve is damped. (This effect is not observed in solution 

because the J-modulation disappears at        0). In the REINE experiment (Fig. 

S2d), this zero-frequency component is presumably blocked by the double-quantum 

filter. There is no direct damping of the spin-echo or REINE data at    1 rotational 

resonance (see Fig. S10) because the sidebands appear at (Eq. 11),  

 

   
            −     

              (13) 

 

in the frequency dimension, since       , and are of negligible intensity: 

  

 
  
           

 

    
 

 

    
   (14) 

 

 

These results therefore indicate that direct damping is a strong coupling (i.e. isotropic) 

effect, made visible by the anisotropic interactions that stabilise the ideal J 

modulation. 

Regarding the relayed effect, Kumar’s analysis of the ABX spin system, of 

which spinsys3 is a solid-state example, predicts that zero-frequency transitions are 

detected on the X spin. Similarly, Fig. 3e–h shows that the extra component for 

spinsys3 always appears at zero-frequency. In this case, relayed damping is also 

observed at    1 rotational resonance (Fig. S10). However, Fig. S11 shows that a J 

coupling is required to relay this effect, as no zero-frequency component is observed 

for spinsys4 (two nearby pairs of J-coupled spins, one of which has degenerate 

isotropic chemical shifts). The relayed damping we describe is therefore also a strong 

coupling effect.  

These simulation results suggest that zero-frequency damping should 

measurably affect spin-echo curves of (linearly or circularly) bonded spin systems in 

which at least two units are within a few fractions of a ppm of rotational resonance. 

For REINE data, the appearance of zero-frequency damping is accompanied by a 

substantial decrease in signal intensity. In practice therefore, this effect should only be 

detectable in very ordered systems, where it is not masked by the stronger ideal 

modulations of other groups with similar isotropic chemical shifts.   
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3.3. End-of-chain units: experiments 

Fig. 4 shows the J modulation of the spin-echo intensity at −5.3 ppm (P1 units, 

Fig. 4a), and of the REINE intensity at          −     −     ppm (P1-P2 units, 

Fig. 4b) and  −    −     ppm (P1-P1 units, Fig. 4c). The spin-echo modulation is 

visibly damped (best fit function with J constrained to be > 10 Hz,    
 ; WoE, 1.00) 

with respect to the two REINE curves (best fit function,   
 ; WoE, 1.00). There is no 

evidence of damping in Fig. 4c (WoE for    
 , 0.00) even though the point considered 

is diagonal. The WoE for   
  is indeed 1.0 across both P1 REINE peaks. The WoE for 

   
  across the P1 peak is 0.98 (0.89–1.00). The models fit the data well, with     

   

0.4 (0.1–1.5), 0.3 (0.2–0.5) and 0.3 (0.1–0.7) respectively for the P1 spin-echo, and 

P1-P2 and P2-P2 REINE peaks. Note that the decay of the REINE modulation curves is 

best modelled by a mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian function (Eq. 6) [24]. The best fit 

values (reported as the median value and the range between the 5
th
 and 95

th
 percentile) 

for the J coupling are consistent between the two experiments with          
  13.7 

(10.6–15.4) Hz (the P? notation reflects the overlap between P1-P1 and P1-P2 signals in 

the spin-echo data),        
  16.4 (15.9–17.8) Hz and        

   14.7 (14.1–15.1) Hz, 

with respective uncertainties of ± 0.6 (0.2–5.2) Hz, ± 0.2 (0.1–0.2) Hz and ± 0.2 (0.1–

0.3) Hz. (The median value obtained from the spin-echo data is expected to be 

slightly lower because the        
 coupling decreases as the chemical shift increases 

(becomes less negative) in the direct dimension [8] and the fitted region for the spin-

echo data (    −0.2 to −7.8 ppm) extends to higher chemical shifts than those 

considered for the REINE peaks (−1.9 to  −13.9 ppm).) 
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Fig. 4. Strong coupling effects in spin-echo and REINE curves from end-of-chain units: 
experiments. 

31
P (121.5 MHz) MAS (12.5 kHz) (a) spin-echo and (b, c) REINE intensities, at 

the chemical shift coordinates indicated, as a function of the modulating spin-echo delay (  ), 

of P1 groups in a cadmium phosphate glass (0.575CdO-0.425P2O5). The error bars, ± 0.02, 
visible in part (a), are roughly the size of the data points in parts (b) and (c). 
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3.4. Mid-chain units: simulations 

Fig. 5 shows spin-echo and REINE curves simulated for spin systems 

spinsys5–8 (Table 1). As expected, if the observed spin is weakly coupled to its 

neighbours (spinsys5, Fig. 5a,b), the ideal modulation under two J couplings is 

obtained with both experiments, and the data is unambiguously modelled best by 

  (WoE, 1.00). 

The curves in Fig. 5c,d are visibly damped with respect to the preceding two, 

and the spin-echo (Fig. 5c) and REINE (Fig. 5d) data are practically identical. The 

model that best fits both datasets is again    (WoE, 1.00), but with fitted parameters 

lower than the corresponding simulated values (especially   
  and one of the J 

couplings). In other words, spin-echo and REINE modulations from mid-chain units 

are both damped under direct strong coupling. However, the corresponding high 

resolution J-resolved spectra (Fig. S12b,c) show multiple extra components rather 

than a single zero-frequency peak. This is consistent with Kumar’s analysis of the 

ABX spin system [2], namely that 16 transitions are generated for the AB spins with a 

non-selective 180° pulse, none of which appear at the expected frequencies (i.e.      

or     ). Since most of these extra components do not appear at zero frequency, our 

interpretation is that they pass through a double-quantum filter and thus also affect the 

REINE data.  

 Spin-echo and REINE modulations from mid-chain units are also damped 

under relayed strong coupling (Fig. 5e,f), but in this case, the data are best modelled 

by    
  (WoE, 1.00), i.e. with a zero-frequency component. The multiple components 

that appear in the high-resolution J-resolved spectra of this spin system (Fig. S12e,f) 

can therefore be approximated at lower resolution by a single zero-frequency 

component. However, the values obtained for the J couplings are incorrect. Finally, 

Fig. 5g,h show that the expected dual modulation disappears completely for mid-

chain units in spin systems with both direct and relayed strong coupling, such that the 

data are best fit by    (WoE, 1.00). 
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Fig. 5. Strong coupling effects in spin-echo and REINE curves from mid-chain units. 

Simulated 
31

P (121.5 MHz) MAS (12.5 kHz) NMR (a, c, e, g) spin-echo and (b, d, f, h) 
REINE (refocused INADEQUATE spin-echo) intensities as a function of the modulating 

spin-echo delay (  ) of (a–d)  the second spin of three-spin systems or (e–h) the third spin of 

four-spin systems with differences in isotropic chemical shift (a, b)      
     4 ppm (spinsys5 

in Table 1), (c, d)      
     0.0 ppm (spinsys6) (e, f)      

     0.0 ppm (spinsys7) and (g, h) 

     
   

 and      
     0.0 ppm (spinsys8). The optimised fitting parameters (inset) are expressed 

as a percentage of the corresponding simulated value,   
   40 ms and (a–d)       21.5 Hz, 

     15.5 Hz or (e–h)             21.5 Hz and      15.5 Hz. 

 

3.5. Mid-chain units: experiments 

The experimental data for the P2 units in the cadmium phosphate glass all 

show evidence of damping, as highlighted in Fig. 6a–c for the spin-echo, REINE P2-

P1 and REINE P2-P2 peaks, respectively. The best model across the entire spin-echo 

peak is     
  (WoE, 1.0 (0.79–1.0);     

 , 0.5 (0.1–2.3)). The REINE P2-P1 data are best 

fit by either     
   (WoE, 0.78 (0.36–0.93)) or   

  (WoE, 0.20 (0.07–0.62)), the latter 

with optimal values of   
   (15.0 (15.0–15.5) ms) substantially lower than those 

obtained for the P1-P2 peak (23.0 (22.0–24.0) ms). Nowhere across the P2-P1 peak 

does the WoE unambiguously support one function. This is also the case across the 

P2-P2 peak, where three models are alternatively best,   
 ,     

 and     
  , with 

respective WoE of 0.48 (0.01–0.77), 0.00 (0.00–0.84) and 0.31 (0.02–0.73). For a 

small (6% of the total peak area), well-localised subset of the data moreover (roughly 

the bottom right-hand corner of the peak), the best model is    . The fits are similarly 

imprecise for both REINE peaks with      
   1.2 (0.5–2.2) and 0.9 (0.4–2.0) for the 

P2-P2 and P2-P1 peaks, respectively.  
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Fig. 6. Strong coupling effects in spin-echo and REINE curves from mid-chain units: 

experiments. 
31

P (121.5 MHz) MAS (12.5 kHz) (a) spin-echo and (b, c) REINE intensities, at 

the chemical shift coordinates indicated, as a function of the modulating spin-echo delay (  ), 

of P2 groups in a cadmium phosphate glass (0.575CdO-0.425P2O5). The error bars, ± 0.02, 

visible in part (a), are roughly the size of the data points in parts (b) and (c). 

 

The fact that all three datasets are damped indicates that a majority of mid-

chain units in this glass are either strongly-coupled with their neighbour or are 
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directly bonded to a strongly coupled pair. The values obtained from the three data 

sets for the two J couplings are similar (spin-echo,          
   8.0 (5.1–8.8) Hz and 

         
   12.8 (11.2–15.4) Hz; REINE P2-P2,          

   9.4 (6.5–12.2) Hz and 

         
   14.6 (12.6–21.8) Hz; REINE P2-P2,          

   9.1 (3.3–11.0) Hz and 

         
   14.9 (12.6–21.0) Hz). However, since the simulation results for mid-chain 

units show (section 3.4) that under direct or relayed strong coupling, the extracted J 

couplings are unreliable and it would be unwise to interpret these results 

quantitatively. 

4. Discussion 

This study emphasises the importance of considering direct and relayed strong 

coupling effects when attempting to measure J couplings in disordered solids. For 

end-of-chain units, provided damping effects are accounted for in the fitting function, 

J coupling parameters can be quantified accurately, even under strong coupling. 

However, the REINE experiment is particularly valuable in this context since as well 

as offering pair-specific resolution, its echo modulations are not affected by direct 

damping. Indeed, without prior knowledge of the expected J coupling strength, the 

spin-echo data for the P1 peak of the cadmium phosphate glass are ambiguous as to 

the presence or not of a zero-frequency component – the fits are of similar quality 

with a J coupling roughly half the actual value. Nonetheless, the simpler spin-echo 

measurements are valuable as a means to validate analyses of REINE data. 

The chemical shift correlations measured for this cadmium phosphate glass 

show that there are as good as none [8]. That is, for a given type of phosphate pair 

(P1-P1, P1-P2 or P2-P2), the only factor that governs the likelihood of a given chemical 

shift combination is the underlying distribution of isotropic shifts. The P1 spin-echo 

signal originates mainly therefore from units that are not (directly) strongly coupled, 

so the damping observed must be a relayed effect. In structural terms, the observation 

of damping means that many P1 groups are coupled to strongly coupled P2 groups, 

whose nearest neighbour must also therefore be a P2 unit (ignoring the small 

proportion of P2 and P1 groups with similar isotropic chemical shifts). On this basis, 

we speculate that   in    
  (Eq. 4) could be interpreted semi-quantitatively in terms of 

the average chain length in the glass, stronger damping (lower values of  ) indicating 
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a larger proportion of longer chains. It would be interesting to investigate this effect in 

glasses of different compositions to see if the factor   varies systematically. 

For mid-chain groups under direct or relayed strong coupling, our results show 

that neither the spin-echo nor REINE curves can be interpreted quantitatively. The 

fact that the data are fit equally well by several models is not surprising given that all 

three datasets (spin-echo, REINE P2-P1 and REINE P2-P2) can be (and from all 

evidence are) affected by both direct and relayed damping. The seemingly weak J 

couplings values obtained here and previously [8] from the REINE P2 peaks are a 

result of these effects. However, the fact that the different kinds of strong coupling 

(direct, relayed and direct plus relayed) modify the curves in different ways suggest 

that a qualitative interpretation is possible in principle. This could then be used to 

infer chain lengths in a glass; for instance, a 
31

P atom manifesting the effects of both 

direct and relayed strong coupling must belong to a chain at least five units long. The 

results obtained here for the P2-P2 peak suggest that with higher-resolution data, 

specific areas of the REINE peaks may be assignable to chains of different lengths in 

this way.  

The modulations of five out of the six experimental datasets for the cadmium 

phosphate glass – those for the four REINE peaks and the P2 spin-echo peak – are 

best fit with a mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian decay function (Eq. 6). This function 

provides unambiguously better fits of the data (WoE, 1.00) than a Lorentzian alone 

does. Modelling the decay with Eq. 6, the values obtained for the J couplings are 

       
   14.7 (14.1–15.1) ± 0.2 (0.1–0.3) Hz and        

  16.4 (15.9–17.8) ± 0.2 (0.1–

0.2) Hz, compared with        
   14.0 (13.5–14.7) ± 0.3 (0.2–0.6) Hz and        

  16.3 

(15.1–18.1) ) ± 0.3 (0.2–0.6) Hz using a simple exponential [8]. For this dataset in 

other words, using a mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian decay function improves the 

accuracy of the fits, but not (within experimental error) the best-fit values of the J 

coupling parameter.  The fact that this function also improves the fits of REINE data 

acquired without z-filters [29] indicates that this effect is reproducible and is not due 

to imperfect z-filters [30]. NMR lineshapes are typically Lorentzian, which is what 

Eq. 6 (in the time domain) reduces to in the fast modulation limit (     ). Here, the 

best fits were obtained with      1, indicating that the spread of transition 

frequencies is roughly equal to the relaxation rate of the thermal bath. A more detailed 

investigation of this effect is beyond the scope of this study, but this result suggests 
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that as well as providing information on the average structure of these glasses, the 

decay of REINE curves may also shed light on dynamic processes therein.  

 In summary therefore, although strong coupling complicates the interpretation 

of solid-state MAS spin-echo and REINE NMR data, this study outlines how the 

underlying physical parameters can nonetheless be determined or inferred by 

carefully fitting the modulation curves. 
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Highlights 

 

 Strong coupling effects are shown to affect solid-state NMR echo curves. 

 REINE data are less affected than spin-echo data. 

 A method is proposed to interpret the modified echo curves. 

 Applications for the study of disordered solids are envisaged. 
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